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1. Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs (VCSA) Mona Lee retired in June 2014. The campus is currently in the middle of a search for a new VCSA.

2. New Counseling Staff:
   - Mary Ann Vasaturo – Counselor, Disability Support Services Office (DSSO)
   - Amy Cook – Coordinator, Maida Kamber Center
   - Lisa Wong – Counselor, Maida Kamber Center

3. From Rona Kekauoha – Coordinator/Counselor, Kulia Ma Kapi`olani – The Native Hawai`ian CTE Project
   - Sydney Dickerson is the Student Support Specialist for Kulia Ma Kapi`olani effective 8/12/14. She can be reached at 734-9654 or ssfd@hawaii.edu
   - In addition to support for CTE students of Native Hawai`ian ancestry in external training, unpaid internships, membership in professional organizations, board exams & licensure, and job readiness workshops, we also started to reimburse EMT students for their uniform costs and MICT students for their required laptop expense.

4. AS - Interpreting degree - cancelled; The American Sign Language faculty will be offering certificate programs through KCC’s non-credit division.

   Also, from KCC’s LLL Dept., Moving to rename the following English Literature courses:

   - ENG 250 = has been changed to ENG 270B aligning with UHM.
   - ENG 251 = has been changed to ENG 270M aligning with UHM.
   - ENG 252 = has been changed to ENG 270N aligning with UHM.
   - ENG 253 = has been changed to ENG 270E aligning with UHM.
   - ENG 254 = has been changed to ENG 270F aligning with UHM.

   AS – Second Language Teaching (SLT) – Cancelled; Replaced with:
   AA – Liberal Arts, Concentration in Second Language Teaching (SLT)
   ASC – Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL)

   Also new:
   AA – Liberal Arts, Concentration in Art
   ASNS – Pre-Computer Science